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ABSTRACT

We are presenting a concept and first results of a Terrestrial Laser Scanner simulator - a tool, which could be a valuable educational tool for geomatics and engineering students. The main goal of the VirScan3D project is to cover engineering digitisation by two major project parts: 1) Development of a virtual environment for creation and processing of digital 3D scan data; 2) Digital teaching and e-learning material with interactive tools and practical experiences. Part 1 will be solved through the development of a virtual system that allows users to create realistic data in the absence of a real measuring device. At the time of writing (April 2020) all higher education teaching and learning worldwide has been changed to online delivery due to the Covid pandemic. However, this has affected the courses that involve working with equipment and – consequently – require the presence of students and devices. In this project, the development of such equipment simulator proposes a real and feasible solution, which allows undisturbed continuing the teaching.

The virtual scanner will be based on existing software packages. It will be part of a general e-learning concept that will be implemented in partner universities. Part 2 is addressed through an integrated teaching concept that includes interactive learning tools (for both teachers and students) and practical exercises (for example project weeks, summer schools) where the theoretical and virtual education is connected to practical experience with real instrumentation and data. One outcome of the experimental work is additional e-learning material based on the experiences and results of the project work.

The prototype implementation of the virtual laser scanner is realized within a game engine, which allows for fast and easy 3D visualisation and navigation. Within this environment, the user can freely navigate and define suitable scanning positions/stations. At each scanning station a simulated scan is performed, which is based on the technical specifications of a real scanner. The mathematical solution is based on 3D line intersection with the virtual 3D surface including noise and colour as well as an intensity simulation. As a result, 3D point clouds for each station are generated, which will be further processed for registration and modelling using standard software packages.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project background

In the areas of environmental planning, building construction, infrastructure maintenance or cultural heritage conservation, the use of digital geospatial information has significantly grown during the last decade, for instance in the field of building information modelling (BIM). Location-based data and geo-information in general are nowadays also a key factor in economy such as logistics, energy, communication or internet business. Specifically, new instruments for digital recording and processing tools are increasingly established in those application areas.

Since digitalisation is one of the major world-wide trends, the teaching curricula, related to digitalisation in engineering practice (e.g. geoinformation sciences, cadastral mapping, geodesy) should educate their students according to current needs and demands from the professional market and industry. State-of-the art technologies in these fields (e.g. 3D laser scanning, photogrammetry, UAVs) lead to large amounts of digital data and are difficult to process, analyse and transform into useful information. For this purpose, appropriate tools and workflows have to be provided, otherwise neither teachers nor students have realistic chances to adapt to new methods in due time, and they will not be able to contribute to further developments.

However, this objective is hard to achieve, since there is a lack of knowledge among many teachers, out-of-date equipment
The qualitative training of engineers in the field of geodesy, geoinformatics and photogrammetry is based on implementation of state-of-the-art equipment and digital technologies into the educational process. Leading manufacturers of hardware and software (Leica, Topcon, Trimble, Agisoft, ESRI, etc.) offer loyalty programs and special sales conditions for educational and scientific institutions to solve this problem. However, in developing countries it is hard to achieve, since there is a lack of knowledge among many teachers, out-of-date equipment (hardware and software), insufficient ICT infrastructure and insufficient finances for necessary investments. The use of expensive equipment, such as mobile mapping systems, is not economically feasible for training purposes. But only the opportunity to acquire practical skills with modern tools for professionals of all levels will lead to widespread implementation of technology in the production process. Among the advanced methods of digitalisation of professional education, techniques of virtual and augmented reality are very effective. This is confirmed by research on the high efficacy of such training approaches (Allcoat, Mühlener, 2018) and the rapid development of the VR and AR training market in the world according to the ABI research in augmented and virtual reality in education (ABI 2019).

### 1.2 Project idea

We are presenting a concept and first results of a Terrestrial Laser Scanner simulator - a tool, which could be a valuable educational tool for geomatics and engineering students.

This project with the acronym VirScan3D is funded from 2019 to 2021 by DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) within a program for “Supporting the internationalisation of Ukrainian universities: German-Ukrainian higher education institution collaborations”. The project group consists of two German universities and one Ukrainian university based on a long-term cooperation that has started in 2002. As one part of the ongoing cooperation, joint student exchange projects have been established (Kravchenko et al., 2016). Certainly, due to its high relevance in online-teaching and learning this project will continue on beyond the funded run-time.

### 1.2.1 Educational and technological aspects of the current situation in Higher Education in Ukraine

Nowadays growing focus on education and its quality is the key trend in Ukraine and worldwide. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines the quality of education as a set of properties and characteristics of the educational process, which provide the ability to meet the educational needs of educational services consumers. It emphasizes the importance of assessing the quality achieved by all consumers of educational services - both direct (student, student) and indirect (employer, state, community, society) according to ISO 9000:2005.

According to ISO 9000:2005, the main factors that ensure the quality of technical education are:
- highly professional training of teaching subjects,
- educational and methodological support of the preparation process and its compliance with modern requirements,
- the use of modern (digital) educational technologies (active teaching methods, internet technologies, etc.) in the educational process, and
- suitable logistical support for the preparation process.

However, development of recording instruments has a rapid change cycle of ca. five years. For instance, expensive terrestrial laser scanners are very rare in higher education institutions. In addition, a strong interdisciplinary approach should be followed since these technologies are relevant in many other subjects such as civil engineering, machine construction, cultural heritage or informatics (Hess et al., 2017).

Since the use of such devices and the subsequent data processing are not trivial, we propose that students can be trained on virtual systems that are very cost-effective, flexible and future oriented.

In the current situation, with COVID-19 pandemic ongoing, all teaching and learning efforts have been switched to online delivery worldwide. However, this has affected the courses that involve working with equipment and on-site and – consequently - require the presence of students. In this case, the development of our equipment simulator is a real solution, which allows undisturbed continuation of teaching.

### 1.2.2 Impact from development and realisation of the VirScan3D simulator for Ukrainian universities

The application of a modern geodetic equipment using virtual systems can be very cost-effective, flexible and future oriented. Development of a virtual system will allow users to create data in the absence of a real measuring device. Terrestrial laser scanners remain inaccessible in Ukraine (typically used in specialized commercial organizations). However, the use of such devices and further processing of data is already an important skill in the professional activity of a wide range of specialists. The results of 3D scanners - point clouds - are used for various purposes, in particular for the creation of 3D models of buildings and structures, CAD modelling for parts production, metrology / quality control and for use in numerous applications of visualization, animation, rendering and large individualized production. Accordingly, the target customers of the virtual environment for creating and processing digital 3D-scanning data is a wide range of users of the following technologies: architects, designers, engineers, builders, surveyors, land surveyors, GIS specialists. Students will be able to learn skills by means of virtual systems that are cost-effective (free in open environments), flexible, and future-oriented. The virtual scanner simulates commercially available tools with realistic user interfaces and creates 3D point clouds according to individual specifications and settings. Any digital 3D model (such as a cultural or construction object) that is virtually scanned in a digital environment can be used as training object. With this system, teachers and students will be able to learn how to manage such systems, generate realistic big data and complete the entire data processing chain.

A virtual learning environment will solve the problem of providing high-precision (and high-value) devices in accordance with professional standards. It is relevant for the specialists in the fields of geodesy, photogrammetry, GIS and land management as well as neighborhood disciplines (architecture and cultural heritage digitalization, computer vision, mathematics etc.)
1.2.3 Worldwide impact from equipment simulation

The situation mentioned in previous sections, i.e. lack of financial support, lack of knowledge and ICT recourses, is quite common in many developing countries. Even in well-developed countries, it is hard to keep pace with rapid technological progress, so the VirScan3D simulator can be efficiently utilized in teaching processes of HEI (higher education institutions). Furthermore, the laser scanner simulator can be used in lifelong learning scenarios (e.g. for professionals with ongoing employment), where new trends require knowledge of 3D spatial data collection and processing. Nowadays, such fields as architecture, BIM, archeology, cultural heritage, construction, etc., more widely using 3D scanning technology, therefore additional training of specialists is essential and virtual laser scanner simulator can successfully be used.

In addition, a virtual scanning system may be very effective in times like the recent COVID-19 crisis, where access to real equipment may be restricted.

During the project period (2019–2021), two intensive project weeks and one summer school for advanced students will be conducted. Within these weeks, students shall learn to apply the virtual scanner and record the same object in real in order to compare virtual and real-world procedures and data. In the first instance, real cultural heritage monuments will be recorded on-site and processed since they offer a high geometric complexity often under challenging exterior conditions. As a result, the participants shall conclude improvements for the software environment and contribute to updated e-learning material as well.

Our developed virtual 3D scanner tool, along with the developed e-learning material with interactive tools and practical experiences, allows overcoming previously mentioned limitations like lacking financing and knowledge. Opportunity to acquire the skills to work with the latest tools will lead to the widespread implementation of technology in the production process.

The targets users of the scanner could be:
- Typical Users, such as students, who wants to use VirScan3D to train skills in field phase of terrestrial laser scanning.
- Advanced/Professional users, such as engineers or researchers, who want to use VirScan3D for planning of fieldwork in laser scanning or generating artificial point clouds for simulation purposes.

1.3 State of the art

1.3.1 Educational simulation in virtual environment

During the last 30 years, the virtual environment has become a part of daily real life. Starting with the discovery of virtual particles in quantum physics (Mandl, Shaw, 1984) and continued by the development of such concepts as virtual object/memory/space in computer engineering (Elke, 2004), the term ‘virtual reality’ became a reflection of the rapid computerization of humanity.

The technology of virtual reality allows interacting with the computer generated world through special graphics and devices. The application of virtual reality is widely spread both, at the domestic level in the form of various video games and in science, solving problems of fundamental disciplines and highly specialized areas.

In the educational sphere, the term of “educational simulation” has been formed, which refers to different environments representing the behaviour of any real objects, systems, phenomena for study and investigation (Aldrich, 2005, Shannon, Johannes, 1976). The ability to reflect and interact with a simulated object ensures the highly effective educational process an adequate framework (Fallon, 2019; Widiyatmoko, 2018).

Thus, in aviation, the virtual cockpits are simulated for the training of future pilots as well as for providing of actual flight information (EASA, 2018; EHEST, 2015). Similar virtual simulators are used for driving training by other vehicles (e.g. the Daimler-Benz-Simulator in Drosdol et al., 1985, Jimenez, 2018), in medicine - for training and carrying out of complex surgical operations (Robertson et al., 2017, Badash et al., 2016) and almost in all branches of architecture and industrial construction (Peruzzini et al., 2018).

In the higher education, the innovative training methods increasingly include video games that have proven a positive impact on learning goals balanced with conventional training methods (Vlachopoulos, Makri, 2017). Especially in geospatial sciences, the simulation in virtual environments is mainly used for the virtual reconstruction of natural scenes like cultural heritage objects or 3D cities and its real time manipulation (Kersten, Edler, 2020; ISPRS, 2020 WG IV/9 - Geovisualization, Augmented and Virtual Reality).

Over the years, the application of virtual simulators has fully proven its positive impact for education (aviation - Myers et al., 2018; Socha et al., 2016; Ruiz et al., 2014; medicine - Rehman et al., 2013; Shepherd et al., 2010). Their application is especially necessary in areas, where the training on real objects is related to:
- high risks to human life and health (plane, etc.),
- high financial costs for equipment,
- low or impossible accessibility to the real research objects and equipment (e.g. simulation of lost historical objects).

1.3.2 Tools for virtual scanner realisation and e-Learning

The digitalisation of teaching has transferred many learning processes to a virtual environment. This is what the creation of virtual classrooms (e.g. sim4t) and the increasingly application of virtual reality gadgets speaks of (Lindner et al., 2019). In the field of higher education, the use of e-Learning tools is a standard training form in many countries. Special learning platforms are applied (e.g. Moodle, Lectora, Panopto), which allow:
- online learning for educational institutions,
- management of users, courses, content and activities,
- interaction with course participants,
- documentation of results.

Some platforms make the telepresence of meeting participants possible in VR (Weinmann et al., 2020).

Development of virtual simulators is possible using different commercial and (open source) game engine and 3D modelling
software (e.g. Unreal Engine, Unity, Blender). Sometimes this is supported using additional gadgets like VR headset and joystick.

In the context of sensor simulation, the BlenSor can be mentioned here as a simulator of various sensors, which allows to simulate the various types of range scanners for researcher in the field of point cloud processing (Gschwandter et al., 2011).

At the moment, the simulation of modern geodesic instruments is rather unusual, but some attempts were made to simulate a classical instrument in virtual environment (Dib et al., 2014; Kuo et al., 2011). Therefore, this DAAD project proves that there is a factual and urgent need to implement and develop such simulators. Next to the sensor simulation, our specific goal is to reconstruct the workflow and interface of popular terrestrial laser scanners (Leica, FARO), which allows the students rapid induction and using of these scanners in the practice.

2. METHOD

2.1 Simulator description

As mentioned before, VirScan3D is developed for students of geodetic and other higher education departments with limited access to laser scanning equipment. It allows simulating all the processes of the fieldwork phase of terrestrial laser scanning and generates results, which are very close to data generated with real physical scanners on-site. These results can be used for further processing in scanning software at office work phase.

The project is developed using readily available resources and tools and is designed to run on Windows platform.

The product functionality includes following features:

- selecting the scanner type which will be simulated;
- laser scanning process simulation with visualisation and obtaining point clouds with intensity and noise values according to scanner specifications;
- scan station management, which allows to specify settings for each scan station, create and delete stations;
- target management, which allows placing and removing targets of different types;
- project management, which allows to save the project as a user and to continue work later;
- batch scanning;
- real-time visualisation of generated point clouds;
- exporting point cloud.

The simulator offers two scenarios of work:

1) The user is navigating within the virtual environment and selects target positions as in real life. Then scanner position and scan settings are specified and scanning is started. The scanning process is visualised in real time. When the scanning is finished the user avatar ‘goes’ to next station.

2) The user navigates within the virtual environment and selects positions for all targets and all scan stations. Subsequently, scan settings are specified for all stations or for each station separately. Finally, the scanning simulation is started for all stations one by one.

Scenario 1 is preferable for new users who have only basic knowledge of laser scanning technology, while the scenario 2 is suited for users who have some experience in laser scanning and want to improve their skills by testing different scanning configurations.

The result of the simulation is a structured 3D point cloud in ASCII format for import in further software. For each scan station a single point cloud is generated, hence no registration is provided. It is also possible to export target coordinates to use it in registration software for cloud referencing.

2.2 Realisation

VirScan3D is developed within Unreal Engine (a well-known gaming engine); therefore, user’s computers should satisfy its minimum requirements. However, the speed of scan simulation directly depends on computer performance. Therefore, to obtain the speed of simulation no slower than scanning in real world, the following specifications are recommended:

- OS: Windows 10 64-bit
- Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster
- RAM: 8 GB RAM
- Video Card/DirectX Version: DirectX 11 or DirectX 12 compatible graphics card.

The minimum hardware requirements of VirScan3D are a 2.0 GHz CPU and 4 GB of RAM. In addition, because VirScan3D uses an OpenGL 3D engine for visualization, a compatible graphics card is required.

Main functions are programmed with Blueprint Visual Scripting system of Unreal Engine. It allows making the system very flexible and modifying software modules without recompiling the whole code. Some specific modules were programmed with C++ language due to Blueprint limitations.

Implementation of advanced features in future versions of software might need the use of additional external software, e.g. Blender.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Presentation of first results

As a prototype, we used the Leica BLK 360 laser scanner. The prototype of the virtual scanner simulation is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Prototype of the virtual scanner simulation system](image)

In the future, other common laser scanner brands (Faro X330, Leica Scanstation P40) will be simulated to extend the training variety. The process starts with placing of numbered targets and laserscanner positioning (s. Fig. 3).
The figure shows the virtual scanner in action, i.e. a sequentially scanning laser beam is created which hits the surface of the 3D model in order to generate a 3D coordinates of that point. For the process simulation, we used default device settings for resolution, scan quality (1x beam shooting per point) and time (approx. 15 minutes per scan station) by clear sky.

The scanning process is simulated graphically so that the user can see the operation in real time (s. Fig. 4). After finishing the simulated scan, the generated 3D point cloud is exported for further processing by standard software packages via import/export functions.

After the scanning, a 3D point cloud is generated in Cartesian coordinates (X,Y,Z). According to the station settings, angular grid of rays are projected from station point. An intersection of the ray with the first surface gives a discrete point, which XYZ coordinates are stored in text file. The origin of the coordinate system has been set to the station point.

By picking a point on the 3D model a user specifies a scan position. Than the system checks, if the station is correct, and saves it.

There are some functional requirements to be noted:

- A station is incorrect, if it is too close (20 cm) to other objects or inside of other objects;
- A station is incorrect if it is located on vertical (±30º) surfaces.

During the scanning process XYZ coordinates, distance, horizontal and vertical angles should be stored. Maximum range of surface search is limited to scanner specification. A .txt file is to be found in the software directory. Figure 5 represents an example of a single point cloud, generated by the simulator.

As mentioned above, the current prototype version consists of only one scanner model and a demonstrational 3D environment as a reference for simulation. It is expected that release versions of software will have several models of scanners implemented and a possibility to configure custom scanners. A highly detailed precise 3D model of the real environment of the University of Bamberg, based on real laser scanning data, will be used as a reference environment. The functionality to place targets is already implemented in a prototype version, which allows users to register resulting point clouds using a target-to-target approach. Also, the future versions of simulator will be able to simulate the intensity and noise.

The comparison with real data will be distinguished in the future during the ‘summer school’ application weeks planned in the project period (2019 – 2021).

4. CONCLUSION

4.1 Evaluation

The developed software tool allows users to reproduce the sequence of actions at the stage of fieldwork and create realistic data in the absence of a real measuring device. Users can plan their fieldwork in the virtual environment, i.e. specify 3D scanner type and target positions or change scanner settings. In addition, users can observe the process of virtual scanning and analyse the results, e.g. check the density of the point cloud and surface coverage of the recorded object.

VirScan3D, as new virtual instrument can be used to create 3D point clouds from different stations; in a further step, these clouds have to be registered (geo-referenced) and processed to a
higher-level information such as 3D models, architectural drawings or maps. The virtual 3D scanner emulates commercially available instruments with realistic user-interfaces and creates 3D point clouds in a virtual simulation according to individual specifications and settings. Highly detailed and accurate BIM models, which represent real world objects, can be used as training objects. With such a virtual system, teachers as well as students can learn and prepare to operate those systems, generate close-to-reality large data sets and perform the complete chain of data processing.

Summarizing the simulator features, we state that VirScan3D:

- gives a good 3D laser scanning visualisation for a hands-on process explanation to use a TLS device;
- helps to learn basic laser scanning parameters and interface usage, useful for modelling of an individual workflow;
- allows the generation of scanning results comparable with real data;
- replaces real equipment for practical exercises in case of lacking financing of expensive equipment;
- is a useful tool for distance learning courses.

4.2 Simulator optimization and further works

Future work will consist of a more realistic simulation of laser intensity based on
- material-dependent reflection functions resulting as intensity/RGB value and
- estimated beam diameter for the area, where the laser beam hits a surface element (laser spot).
- variety of lasercanuning settings specifying such parameters like
  o station name,
  o field of view,
  o resolution,
  o quality etc.,

that should be defined for each scan station.

It is also desired, that users can load their own 3D model in the virtual environment, which is, however, currently not supported by UnReal Engine. Extensive tests with student groups will demonstrate the performance and usability of the virtual scanner, which will lead to further improvements.

Finally, photogrammetric image simulation can be developed based on the same idea of individual navigation and definition of standpoints/stations.

4.3 Possible application of the simulator

Students and teachers can use the system to learn about the planning, measuring and processing workflows with current equipment without investing in their own (expensive) hardware. Since the virtual data will be generated under consideration of certain noise and outliers similar to a real-world 3D scanner, the possible practical problems with real scanning data become evident and the users must solve them individually. Hence, the concept of engineering-oriented education is addressed to a large extent. The target group can also be extended to Continued Professional Development and training of employed engineers and architects.
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